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I am a student of Numerology and this book is a Godsend of practical, hands-on
numerological analysis that defines and reveals psychological truths within Diana and
Charles and their relationship that give reason, in a way that nothing else can, for the
events that happened as they did.
Mr. King is detailed and logical and the information is completely fascinating as just a
simple biographical read. Whether one is a beginning student of numbers or a
professional numerologist, there is a fountain here in this book to drink deeply from time and time again. He explains everything step by step and one begins to painlessly
absorb numerological concepts that could otherwise be rather cold and academic as
presented in various other sources. It makes one want to purchase Mr. King's other books
on the subject of Numerology, as I have.
If this can so accurately explain Diana and Charles, then what can Mr. King's
Numerological insight and teaching do to explain ME to myself, not to mention some of
the eccentric characters, loves, creeps, heroes and villains that have peopled my life thus
far?
Imagine - Mr. King is offering a giant KEY for exposing one's truth and direction. After
learning from King's numerological teaching, it is impossible to conceive of going back to
that 'twilight naive and foggy' state of being where one can only guess or hint at the
truths, motivations and directions of one's life that is Pre-King.
Of course there are countless other authors that lay out common and accepted numerology
principles, but Mr. King's approach is innovative and different from any other - also more
accurate, as I have discovered in my own personal research and study. From what I
gather, King has come upon these new concepts and formulas as a result of his extensive
research and experimentation in the field - trial and error over many years. Other authors
'rehash' or parrot the same old information. Richard King breaks new ground! It's almost
as if the very Spirit of Numerology is using Richard King as an instrument to evolve this
ancient science and take it to a new level at this time.
Not only do I recommend this book, but I suggest it and his two other numerology books
as absolutely necessary for the library of anyone even remotely interested in the science
of numerology. I anxiously await Mr. King's next numerological publication. And know
that I will be first in line to receive a copy hot off the press, whatever it be!
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